How do we determine if a phone
has been liquid damaged?

What is liquid damage?
Liquid or “water damage” is the introduction of a
liquid substance internally or externally on the
mobile phone which will attack componentry vital
to the successful operation of the handset.

1.Liquid damage
indicator stickers
All phones are required to have
“liquid damage indicator sticker”
internally and externally in the phone.
These are WHITE stickers that will
turn a PINK/RED as they come into
contact with any liquid/moisture.

What liquids can harm my phone?
All liquids are
dangerous
to your phone.

Water

What is
corrosion?

DAMAGE OCCUR?

FK

FACT

over 25%

of liquid damaged phones
brought into Fone King have been
dropped in the loo.

Liquid damage can occur at any moment
that liquid is present.

Common occurrences are:
Phone dropped
in the ocean,
bath, toilet or
kitchen sink

Phone accidentally
placed on a table
that has liquid
present

Follow these key steps below then
get your phone directly to a Fone
King store immediately for the best
chance of survival.

PERFUME

2.Corrosion
Corrosion is usually present after a
phone has suffered liquid damage then
been allowed to dry. This corrosion can
continue to cause further damage to
the components unless cleaned
properly by a FONE KING technician.

HOW DID THE

Sea water

FACT

Alcohol (beer, wine, champagne)

Even a high degree of humidity or steam
can have a negative impact on your phone

What information is helpful
to the technician?

1 What type of liquid the phone has been exposed to?
2 How long ago the damage was done?
3 Did you turn the phone off when it happened?
Corrosion is a natural
4 How long till you turned it back on?
process, which is the gradual 5 Have you taken any steps to try and fix the phone since the damage?
destruction of materials
6 What symptoms have you had since then?

(usually metals) by chemical
Has the phone been repaired previously?
7 What was the damage? When?
and/or electrochemical
reaction with their
environment.

Drink
accidentally
spilt over a
phone

Bottle with
liquid opened in
a handbag or
sports bag

CAN IT BE FIXED?
Absolutely, Fone King’s qualified technicians
are experts at recovering liquid damaged
phones. Our success rate depends on the
type of liquid spilt on the handset, the time
since the accident and what precautions you
have taken prior to bringing it to us.

90%

FONE KING have a success rate of
over 90% of recovering liquid
damage handsets.

Turn your phone OFF immediately. DO NOT
connect it to a charger. DO NOT shake the
phone in an attempt to remove the liquid.
If phone has been dropped in saltwater then
rinse with fresh water or isopropyl alcohol
immediately.
Remove all accessories like battery, sim
card, memory cards, cases and open any
closed ports to allow for maximum drainage.
Immediately place phone into a zip lock bag
or plastic container with silica gel packets or
uncooked rice and remove as much air as
possible as air promotes corrosion.
Visit your closest Fone King store as soon as
possible to have one of our highly qualified
technicians begin the recovery process
immediately.

If you are unable to visit a Fone King store
immediately then leave your phone inside the
zip lock bag or container and periodically
replace the silica gel packs or rice to ensure
maximum liquid absorption until you can make
it into Fone King.

